Therapeutic potential of SIRT1 and NAMPT-mediated NAD biosynthesis in type 2 diabetes
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Abstract
Both genetic and environmental factors contribute to the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes, and it is critical to understand the interplay between these factors in the regulation of insulin secretion and insulin sensitivity to develop effective therapeutic interventions for type 2 diabetes. For the past several years, studies on the mammalian NAD-dependent protein deacetylase SIRT1 and systemic NAD biosynthesis mediated by nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase (NAMPT) have demonstrated that these two regulatory components together play a critical role in the regulation of glucose homeostasis, particularly in the regulation of glucose-stimulated insulin secretion in pancreatic beta cells. These components also contribute to the age-associated decline in beta cell function, which has been suggested to be one of the major contributing factors to the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes. In this review article, the roles of SIRT1 and NAMPT-mediated systemic NAD biosynthesis in glucose homeostasis and the pathophysiology of type 2 diabetes will be summarized, and their potential as effective targets for the treatment and prevention of type 2 diabetes will be discussed.
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2. Introduction
In the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes, a delicate balance between insulin sensitivity and secretion is compromised by both environmental and genetic factors (1-3). While our current life style with nutrient-dense diets and the lack of enough exercise appears to cause an explosive epidemic of obesity and insulin resistance (4), people who manifest insulin resistance do not necessarily develop type 2 diabetes, implicating that the dysfunction of pancreatic beta cells might play a critical role in the development of overt hyperglycemia that clinically defines this disease (2,3,5,6). Although which defect, insulin resistance vs. beta cell dysfunction, primarily contributes to the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes has long been a matter of debate, the recent success of genome-wide association studies for type 2 diabetes has shed new light on models explaining how this complex disease develops (7-9). Interestingly, most of the identified gene loci associated with type 2 diabetes have been linked to impaired beta cell function: TCF7L2, KCNJ11, TCF2, SLC30A8, HHEX, CDKAL1, IGF2BP2, CDKN2A/B, and WFS1 are included.
in this category (7,9). On the other hand, only three gene loci, FTO, MC4R, and PPARG, have been linked or suggested to be linked to obesity risk and insulin resistance (7-9). While these findings do not rule out the importance of insulin resistance, they clearly underscore the genetic contribution of beta cell dysfunction to the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes.

Aging is one of the greatest risk factors for developing metabolic complications, such as obesity, glucose intolerance, and type 2 diabetes (10,11). How aging affects metabolic robustness at a systemic level is still poorly understood, although it has been shown that a progressive decline in beta cell function in the elderly is a major contributing factor to the pathophysiology of type 2 diabetes (12,13). A similar age-associated impairment of beta cell function has also been demonstrated in rodents (14). Therefore, one would speculate that factors that contribute to age-associated changes in beta cell function could also play critical roles in the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes. As described in detail below, one such factor is the mammalian nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD)-dependent protein deacetylase SIRT1 (15-17). For the past several years, there has been an increasing interest in SIRT1 as a new therapeutic target for type 2 diabetes in the field of metabolism and aging research (18,19). Because SIRT1 absolutely requires NAD for its enzymatic activity (20), mammalian NAD biosynthesis has also drawn much attention in these fields (21,22). Indeed, it has been demonstrated that the NAD biosynthesis mediated by nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase (NAMPT), a key NAD biosynthetic enzyme in mammals, plays a critical role in the regulation of glucose-stimulated insulin secretion in pancreatic beta cells (23).

In this review, we will summarize the roles of SIRT1 and NAMPT-mediated NAD biosynthesis in the regulation of glucose metabolism, particularly in the regulation of glucose-stimulated insulin secretion in beta cells. Their potential as therapeutic targets for the treatment and prevention of type 2 diabetes will also be discussed.

3. SIRT1, a key regulator that connects NAD, metabolism, and aging

Since the first discovery that yeast and mammalian Sir2 proteins have NAD-dependent deacetylase activity and that this activity is essential for the longevity control in yeast (20), Sir2 family proteins, called “sirtuins,” have been emerging as evolutionarily conserved, critical regulators for aging and longevity in a wide variety of experimental organisms (16,24,25). Increasing the dosage or activity of Sir2 proteins extends the life spans of yeast, worms, and flies, while deletions or mutations of the Sir2 genes shorten their life spans. In certain genetic backgrounds, Sir2 orthologs are also required for the caloric restriction-mediated life span extension in those organisms. In mammals, there are seven Sir2 family members, named SIRT1 through SIRT7 (15-17,26). SIRT1 is the mammalian ortholog of the founder protein Sir2 in yeast, and the majority of mammalian sirtuin research has focused on the function of SIRT1. Although it is not yet proven whether SIRT1 regulates aging and longevity in mammals, it has already been established that SIRT1 plays a critical role in the regulation of metabolism in response to nutrient availability and cell survival in response to stress.

3.1. The function of SIRT1 in pancreatic beta cells: A possible therapeutic target to restore beta cell adaptation in response to insulin resistance

Pancreatic beta cells have a highly coordinated mechanism to sense glucose and transduce its signal through multiple regulatory components leading to insulin secretion (Figure 1). Briefly, glucose, which enters the beta cells via GLUT2 glucose transporters, is metabolized during glycolysis, resulting in an increase in the ATP/ADP ratio. Subsequent closure of ATP-dependent K+ (K<sub>ATP</sub>) channels causes membrane depolarization, thereby opening voltage-gated Ca<sup>2+</sup> channels. The inward Ca<sup>2+</sup> flux ultimately triggers exocytosis of insulin-containing granules. This sophisticated glucose-sensing machinery of insulin secretion places beta cells at a central position in the regulation of glucose homeostasis in mammals.
When insulin resistance develops in peripheral tissues, beta cells respond to increase insulin secretion and thereby maintain a normal range of blood glucose levels. This ability of beta cells, called adaptation or compensation, is critical to understand the progression of type 2 diabetes (2,3,5). Although the underlying mechanism of the beta cell adaptation/compensation is still not fully understood, it is now clear that any failure in this adaptation mechanism causes inadequate insulin secretion in response to insulin resistance, resulting in impaired glucose tolerance and eventually type 2 diabetes (2,3,5). The importance of beta cell adaptation in the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes has been further highlighted by the recent findings that the majority of newly identified genes associated with type 2 diabetes have functions important for beta cell adaptation (7,9). Therefore, one possible therapeutic approach to prevent and/or treat type 2 diabetes is to restore adequate beta cell adaptation by enhancing the insulin-secreting capability of beta cells (5).

SIRT1 has been demonstrated to positively regulate glucose-stimulated insulin secretion (GSIS) in pancreatic beta cells (Figure 1) (27,28). Moynihan et al. have demonstrated that an increased dosage of SIRT1 in beta cells significantly enhances GSIS and improves glucose tolerance in beta cell-specific SIRT1-overexpressing (BESTO) transgenic mice (28). In situ-perfused pancreata and isolated primary islets from BESTO mice also show enhanced insulin secretion in response to glucose and KCl, one of the potent non-glucose insulin secretagogues. Interestingly, this SIRT1-mediated enhancement of GSIS is mainly due to an increase in the first-phase insulin secretion. Bordone et al. have also demonstrated that SIRT1-deficient mice and islets show blunted GSIS (27). The SIRT1-mediated enhancement of GSIS is due, at least in part, to the repression of the uncoupling protein 2 (UCP2) gene by SIRT1 (Figure 1) (27, 28). UCP2 is a mitochondrial inner-membrane protein that shunts protons and uncouples respiration from ATP production. The repression of UCP2 by SIRT1 increases the proton gradient across the mitochondrial membrane and thereby enhances ATP production. Indeed, BESTO islets show higher ATP levels in response to glucose, while SIRT1-knockdown beta cells show defects in glucose-stimulated ATP production (27,28). Glucose-induced ATP production initiates a prompt response of the insulin secretory machinery in beta cells by closing K<sub>ATP</sub> channels. Therefore, the observed increase in ATP levels by SIRT1 is consistent with the increase in the first-phase of GSIS in the BESTO pancreata. Given that the first phase of GSIS is particularly affected when beta cells start failing to compensate (3), enhancing SIRT1 activity in beta cells might be an effective therapeutic approach to restore adequate beta cell adaptation in response to increasing insulin resistance. This idea has been further validated by our study of high-fat diet (HFD)-fed BESTO mice (29). Over the course of the HFD treatment for up to 30 weeks, both male and female BESTO mice were still able to maintain significantly improved glucose tolerance with enhanced GSIS compared to controls, whereas BESTO mice did not differ from controls in HFD-induced weight gain and lipidemia. Therefore, these findings clearly demonstrate that SIRT1 can still function to enhance GSIS and improve glucose tolerance even in the face of diabetogenic dietary conditions, reemphasizing the notion that increasing SIRT1 activity in beta cells provides beneficial effects of enhanced beta cell function on glucose homeostasis (29).

3.2. The role of SIRT1 in the regulation of insulin sensitivity: A promising target to treat insulin resistance?

It is well known that the relationship between insulin sensitivity and insulin secretion can be formulated as a hyperbolic function (2,5). Because of this relationship, the product of insulin sensitivity and insulin secretion, called the disposition index, is kept constant when individuals stay in a normal range of glucose tolerance. When beta cells start failing to compensate in response to increasing insulin resistance, the hyperbolic curve between insulin sensitivity and insulin secretion starts shifting down, yielding smaller values of the disposition index (2,5). Therefore, as far as beta cells still maintain their adaptive capability, increasing insulin
sensitivity can be an effective approach to restore the normal hyperbolic relationship (5). For example, metformin and thiazolidinediones (TZDs) have been used to increase insulin sensitivity in the treatment of type 2 diabetes. Liver, skeletal muscle, and adipose tissue are classic insulin targets and significantly contribute to systemic insulin sensitivity (30,31). Therefore, whether and how SIRT1 is involved in the regulation of insulin sensitivity in these organs/tissues is also a critical question to assess a possible connection between SIRT1 and type 2 diabetes.

The liver plays a critical role in maintaining glucose homeostasis through the regulation of glycolysis and gluconeogenesis. During fasting, the liver promotes glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis and represses glycolysis. In the fasted liver, Rodgers et al. have shown that SIRT1 interacts with and deacetylates PGC-1 alpha (peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-g coactivator 1 alpha), a key transcription regulator of glucose production, in an NAD-dependent manner (32). SIRT1 is required for both the induction of gluconeogenic genes and the repression of glycolytic genes by PGC-1 alpha in vitro and in vivo (Figure 1) (32,33).

Interestingly, adenovirus-mediated hepatic SIRT1 knockdown results in improved glucose and insulin tolerance in mice, while hepatic SIRT1 overexpression causes moderate glucose intolerance (33). Although further investigation is necessary, these effects of SIRT1 on glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity in the liver seem to be explained, at least in part, by the stimulatory effect of SIRT1 on PGC-1alpha function. Whatever the molecular mechanism is, it seems conceivable that SIRT1 contributes to the negative regulation of insulin sensitivity in the liver. This notion has been further supported by the recent finding that liver-specific SIRT1 knockout (LKO) mice show improved glucose tolerance and lower levels of blood glucose and insulin in a diabetogenic dietary condition (34). In the liver, it has also been reported that SIRT1 positively regulates LXRalpha function through its deacetylation and controls cholesterol metabolism (Figure 1) (35). Whereas the activation of LXRalpha is suggested to improve glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity (36,37), it is unclear whether the activation of LXRalpha by SIRT1 is involved in the regulation of insulin sensitivity.

Skeletal muscle is the major insulin target tissue that accounts for approximately 75% of insulin-stimulated glucose uptake through the body (38). It has also been suggested that insulin resistance is associated particularly with intramyocellular lipid accumulation in both animals and humans, although this association has not always been validated (39). In skeletal muscle cells, Gerhart-Hines et al. have reported that SIRT1 deacetylates PGC-1alpha and induces mitochondrial fatty acid oxidation genes in response to low glucose, resulting in an increase in fatty acid oxidation (Figure 1) (40). Provided that the expression of PGC-1alpha and mitochondrial OXPHOS genes is reduced in skeletal muscle of type 2 diabetes patients (41, 42), the SIRT1-dependent activation of PGC-1alpha function in skeletal muscle might contribute to the improvement of insulin sensitivity. Recently, another study has provided evidence to support the notion that SIRT1 might improve insulin sensitivity in skeletal muscle. In skeletal myotube cells, Sun et al. have shown that SIRT1 improves insulin sensitivity through the transcriptional repression of the protein tyrosine phosphatase 1B (PTP1B) gene (Figure 1) (43). PTP1B is a key insulin receptor phosphatase, and PTP1B-deficient mice have been shown to be more insulin-sensitive and more resistant to diet-induced obesity compared to controls (44). Although these reported effects of SIRT1 should be validated in vivo, the results implicate that SIRT1 might play an important role in improving insulin sensitivity in skeletal muscle.

Compared to liver and skeletal muscle, the contribution of adipose tissue to whole body glucose uptake is relatively small (30). However, this tissue has two unique roles in the regulation of insulin sensitivity. First, adipose tissue regulates lipolysis and mobilization of free fatty acids (FFAs). Circulating FFA levels are elevated in obesity and type 2 diabetes and are associated with insulin resistance in both conditions (2,31). Picard et al. have reported that SIRT1
regulates the mobilization of free fatty acids in response to fasting (45). Sirt1 is recruited to the promoters of genes, such as aP2, that are controlled by PPAR-gamma (peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-gamma), a nuclear hormone receptor that promotes adipogenesis and fat storage, in response to fasting (Figure 1). SIRT1 interacts with and represses the activity of PPAR-gamma through interaction with its co-repressors NCoR (nuclear receptor co-repressor) and SMRT (silencing mediator for retinoid and thyroid hormone receptor), resulting in the down-regulation of genes driving adipogenesis and fat storage. Consistent with these findings, fasting-induced fatty acid mobilization is compromised in SIRT1 heterozygous mice (45). Second, adipose tissue also functions as an endocrine tissue that secretes a variety of adipokines that affect insulin sensitivity, including leptin, TNF-alpha, and adiponectin (6,46). It has been reported that SIRT1 increases adiponectin transcription in adipocytes by activating FOXO1 and promoting the interaction between FOXO1 and C/EBPalpha (CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein alpha) (Figure 1) (47). On the other hand, it has recently been reported that SIRT1 represses a specific subset of PPAR-gamma target genes, including Ero1alpha-Lalpha and FGF21, and negatively regulates the secretion of adiponectin (through Ero1alpha-Lalpha) and possibly FGF21, both of which are insulin sensitizing factors (Figure 1) (48). Based on these findings, SIRT1 might negatively regulate insulin sensitivity in adipose tissue, but further investigation with in vivo models will be necessary to determine the actual effect of SIRT1 in adipose tissue on systemic insulin sensitivity.

3.3. SIRT1 as a therapeutic target for type 2 diabetes

As summarized above, the effect of SIRT1 on glucose homeostasis is so complex and tissue-dependent that it is hard to predict whether we should activate or inhibit SIRT1 for the treatment and prevention of type 2 diabetes. Nonetheless, increasing lines of evidence have so far suggested that the activation of SIRT1 might be a promising effective intervention for the treatment and prevention of type 2 diabetes (18,19).

Two independent studies of “whole-body” SIRT1 transgenic mice have provided the first set of supportive evidence for the beneficial effects of SIRT1 activation on glucose homeostasis and insulin sensitivity (Figure 2) (49,50). Bordone et al. have reported the phenotypes of the transgenic mice in which SIRT1 cDNA is knocked into the beta-actin locus (SIRT1-KI mice) (49). The SIRT1-KI mice show moderate SIRT1 overexpression in several tissues including white and brown adipose tissues and brain, but not in liver and muscle, without affecting beta-actin protein levels. They are leaner than controls and show improved glucose tolerance, reduced total blood cholesterol levels, decreased blood insulin and glucose levels, enhanced oxygen consumption, and improved activity in rotarod assays, all of which have been observed in calorically restricted mice (49,51). Pfluger et al. have recently reported another line of SIRT1 transgenic mice by introducing a large genomic fragment containing the entire SIRT1 gene into mice (50). These SIRT1 transgenic mice show broader overexpression profiles of SIRT1 compared to SIRT1-KI mice. They do not show any overt phenotypes under a standard diet, while they exhibit significant protection from high-fat diet-induced hepatic steatosis, inflammation, and glucose intolerance. These SIRT1 transgenic mice do not show significant improvement of systemic insulin sensitivity. Although the molecular mechanisms that underlie those phenotypes still remain unclear in both studies, the overall effects of SIRT1 activation are the improvement of glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity and the protection from hepatic steatosis and inflammation, all of which can potentially ameliorate complications in type 2 diabetes.

The second set of supportive evidence has come from studies with small chemical SIRT1 activators (Figure 2) (52-54). Two studies have reported remarkable physiological actions of resveratrol, a putative SIRT1-activating polyphenolic compound, in mice. In one study, Baur et al. have demonstrated that resveratrol (22 mg/kg/day) shifts the physiology of high-fat diet-
fed mice toward that of regular diet-fed mice and increases their life expectancy (52). In the other study, Lagouge et al. have also demonstrated that resveratrol (400 mg/kg/day) significantly increases the aerobic capacity and the endurance of high-fat diet-fed or control mice in a running exercise by promoting oxidative phosphorylation and mitochondrial biogenesis in skeletal muscle (53). Most recently, Milne et al. have shown that new small molecule activators of SIRT1, which are structurally unrelated to and 1,000-fold more potent than resveratrol, improve insulin sensitivity, lower plasma glucose, and increase mitochondrial function in diet-induced obese and genetically obese mice (54). Although it is still not definitively proven whether these new compounds specifically target SIRT1 in vivo, these results also support that SIRT1 activation could be an effective therapeutic approach for the treatment of type 2 diabetes.

Given that SIRT1 is a promising pharmaceutical target for the treatment and prevention of type 2 diabetes, another interesting therapeutic approach is to enhance NAD biosynthesis since SIRT1 absolutely requires NAD for its enzymatic activity (Figure 2) (51). Therefore, in the following section, we will assess the physiological importance of mammalian NAD biosynthesis for the regulation of SIRT1 activity and glucose homeostasis.

4. Nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase (NAMPT)-mediated systemic NAD biosynthesis

NAD biochemistry has been implicated in a broad range of biological functions, including its classic function as a coenzyme in cellular redox reactions, poly (ADP-ribosyl)ation in DNA repair, mono-ADP-ribosylation in both the immune response and G protein-coupled signaling, and synthesis of cyclic ADP-ribose and nicotinate adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NAADP) in intracellular calcium signaling (22). Recently, it has also been demonstrated that NAD and its derivatives play an important role in transcriptional regulation (55). Indeed, the discovery of the NAD-dependent deacetylase activity of Sir2 proteins has revived an interest in the biology of NAD biosynthesis (16). However, despite the importance of NAD in those biological events, the regulation of NAD biosynthesis in vertebrates remains poorly understood.

4.1. NAMPT, a key NAD biosynthetic enzyme in mammals and its peculiar features

While NAD is synthesized mainly by the de novo pathway via quinolinic acid and by the salvage pathway via nicotinic acid in prokaryotes and lower eukaryotes (Figure 3A), mammals predominantly use nicotinamide rather than nicotinic acid as a precursor for NAD biosynthesis (Figure 3B) (22, 56, 57). In mammals, instead of undergoing deamidation to nicotinic acid, nicotinamide is directly converted to nicotinamide mononucleotide (NMN) by NAMPT (Figure 3C) (22). NMN is then converted to NAD by nicotinamide/nicotinic acid mononucleotide adenylyltransferase (NMNAT). We and other groups have characterized the biochemical nature of the mammalian NAD biosynthesis pathway mediated by NAMPT (58-60). In our study, we have demonstrated that NAMPT is the rate-limiting component in the NAD biosynthetic pathway from nicotinamide and regulates SIRT1 activity in mammalian cells (58). Furthermore, we and other groups have determined crystal structures of the NAMPT apoenzyme, the NAMPT-NMN complex, and the complex of NAMPT and its potent chemical inhibitor FK866, demonstrating that this enzyme is a dimeric type II phosphoribosyltransferase (61-63). These studies have firmly established the biochemical and structural basis of NAMPT as an NAD biosynthetic enzyme.

Interestingly, NAMPT has very ancient origins as an NAD biosynthetic enzyme (58). The entire pyridine nucleotide salvage cycle containing NAMPT, NMNAT, and Sir2 homologues exists even in the vibriophage (64). Despite its ancient origins, NAMPT has a peculiar
phylogenetic distribution. No organisms between bacteria and vertebrates have obvious homologs of NAMPT (58,65). The gene encoding bacterial NAMPT, NadV, was first isolated in Haemophilus ducreyi, and the gene product was found to show significant homology to human pre-B-cell colony-enhancing factor (PBEF) (66), as described below. Indeed, the homology of NAMPT proteins between bacteria and vertebrates is unusually high (58).

Interestingly, the organisms that do not have NAMPT homologs, such as yeast, worms, and flies, unanimously have nicotinamidase (PNC1) homologs that convert nicotinamide to nicotinic acid (Figure 3A) (67). It is likely that the organisms that have nicotinamidase use nicotinic acid as a precursor for NAD biosynthesis, while the organisms that have NAMPT use nicotinamide as the main precursor for NAD biosynthesis (22).

Mammalian NAMPT also has a peculiar research history. The gene encoding human NAMPT was originally isolated as a presumptive cytokine named PBEF that reportedly enhances the maturation of B cell precursors in the presence of interleukin-7 (IL-7) and stem cell factor (SCF) (68). Although this particular function of PBEF has not been reconfirmed to date, several groups have since reported cytokine-like functions of NAMPT/PBEF (69-71). Among them, the most controversial function was the one reported by Fukuhara et al. as a “new visceral fat-derived hormone” named visfatin (72). Strikingly, visfatin was reported to exert insulin-mimetic effects in cultured cells and to lower plasma glucose levels in mice by binding to and activating the insulin receptor. Their results immediately drew significant attention to a possible connection between the insulin-mimetic activity of NAMPT/visfatin and metabolic complications, such as obesity and type 2 diabetes. However, subsequent studies have produced conflicting results regarding this possible connection (73-75), partly due to significant differences in immunoadsays and sample treatments (76). Furthermore, the original visfatin paper has recently been retracted because of the irreproducibility of the results (77). Therefore, the reported connection between NAMPT/PBEF/visfatin and metabolic complications needs to be carefully re-evaluated by developing a highly accurate, sensitive detection method for this protein. Additionally, to avoid the confusing nomenclatures of NAMPT/PBEF/visfatin, NAMPT has recently been approved as the official nomenclature of the protein and the gene by both the HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) and the Mouse Genomic Nomenclature Committee (MGNC). Therefore, NAMPT will be used throughout this review.

4.2. The role of NAMPT as a systemic NAD biosynthetic enzyme in the regulation of glucose-stimulated insulin secretion in pancreatic β cells

We have recently demonstrated that NAMPT functions as an intra- and extracellular NAD biosynthetic enzyme (23). Intriguingly, the extracellular form of NAMPT (eNAMPT), also known as PBEF or visfatin, is positively secreted through a non-classical secretory pathway by fully differentiated mouse and human adipocytes, as well as rat and human primary hepatocytes (Garten, A., Petzold, S., Körner, A., Kiess, W., unpublished observation). We have clearly shown that eNAMPT does not exert insulin mimetic effects on adipogenesis, glucose uptake, cellular insulin signaling, and blood glucose levels in mice but rather exhibits robust, even higher, NAD biosynthetic activity compared to its intracellular form (iNAMPT) (23). Currently, the underlying molecular mechanism by which eNAMPT is secreted and activated is unknown. Because the FLAG-tagged NAMPT protein shows different enzymatic activities dependent on the cell type and the compartment, it is very likely that a posttranslational modification is responsible for one or both of the higher enzymatic activity and the secretion of eNAMPT.

Most importantly, we have demonstrated that NAMPT-mediated NAD biosynthesis plays a critical role in the regulation of GSIS in pancreatic beta cells (23). While NAMPT homozygous (NAMPT+/+) mice are lethal around embryonic day 10.5, likely due to the lack of adequate NAD biosynthesis, NAMPT heterozygous (NAMPT+/−) mice are born and grow normally through
adulthood. Interestingly, NAMPT\(^{+/−}\) females show moderately impaired glucose tolerance and a significant defect in GSIS, while males do not show these phenotypes. Primary islets isolated from NAMPT\(^{+/−}\) mice also show defects in NAD biosynthesis and GSIS. Remarkably, the defects in GSIS observed in NAMPT\(^{+/−}\) mice and islets are ameliorated by administration of NMN, strongly indicating that these defects are due to a lack of the NAD biosynthetic activity of NAMPT. Furthermore, we have shown that FK866, a potent chemical inhibitor of NAMPT (78), significantly suppresses NAD biosynthesis and GSIS in isolated wild-type primary islets and also that the administration of NMN can restore normal NAD biosynthesis and GSIS in FK866-treated wild-type primary islets. These findings clearly indicate the following important points: First, NAMPT-mediated NAD biosynthesis is critical for the regulation of GSIS in pancreatic beta cells. Second, beta cells can uptake NMN from the outside of cells and use it to maintain normal NAD biosynthesis and GSIS. Strikingly, we have found that a high concentration of NMN circulates systemically in mouse plasma (23). Reduced plasma levels of eNAMPT and NMN have been detected in NAMPT\(^{+/−}\) females, but not in males. Although it is currently unknown why and how NAMPT\(^{+/−}\) males maintain their plasma eNAMPT and NMN levels, these findings suggest that the maintenance of high NMN levels by eNAMPT and NMN levels, these findings suggest that the maintenance of high NMN levels by eNAMPT in blood circulation is critical for normal beta cell function. Since pancreatic islets have very low levels of iNAMPT, it is very likely that they must rely on circulating NMN to maintain normal NAD biosynthesis.

Based on these findings, we propose that NAMPT-mediated systemic NAD biosynthesis plays a critical role in maintaining glucose homeostasis (Figure 4) (22,23). Circulating NMN functions as an essential plasma metabolite that can modulate GSIS in pancreatic beta cells. Given that fully differentiated adipocytes are natural producers of eNAMPT, adipose tissue may regulate beta cell function through secretion of eNAMPT and extracellular biosynthesis of NMN. It is also possible that other tissues/organs, such as liver, might contribute to eNAMPT secretion. In this scenario, NMN or NMN-derived compounds might function as a potential signal to stimulate beta cell adaptation in response to increasing insulin resistance. Therefore, genetic predispositions that could cause a failure in adequate production of plasma eNAMPT and NMN might contribute to beta cell dysfunction in the presence of insulin resistance and eventually lead to type 2 diabetes. Indeed, it has been reported that individuals homozygous for either of two single-nucleotide polymorphism variants in the NAMPT gene promoter region have lower fasting plasma insulin levels (79). Further investigation will be necessary to address this interesting hypothesis.

4.3. A connection between SIRT1, NAMPT-mediated systemic NAD biosynthesis, and age-associated decline in beta cell function

As mentioned in the introduction, a progressive age-associated decline in beta cell function has been suggested to be one of the major contributing factors to the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes (12-14). Based on our studies in BESTO mice, we initially hypothesized that increased SIRT1 dosage or activity in beta cells could provide life-long beneficial effects of enhanced beta cell function on glucose homeostasis and prevent or delay the development of metabolic complications associated with aging. Unexpectedly, we have found that the beneficial phenotypes that younger BESTO mice show are lost completely when the mice reach 18-24 months of age (29). The SIRT1-mediated enhancement of GSIS is blunted in aged BESTO mice and their isolated islets. The repression of UCP2 and the up-regulation of two other genes that are both mediated by SIRT1 are also lost in aged BESTO islets, suggesting that SIRT1 activity decreases with advanced age. Apparently, long-term overexpression of SIRT1 does not confer life-long beneficial effects of improved beta cell function in mice (29).

But why do BESTO mice lose their phenotypes with advanced age? Surprisingly, we have found that while the NAD-biosynthetic capability of aged BESTO islets does not differ from
that of young BESTO islets in culture conditions, plasma NMN levels are significantly reduced in aged BESTO mice, indicating that in vivo NAD levels must be reduced in aged BESTO mice (29). Consistent with this finding, NMN administration is able to restore improved glucose tolerance and enhanced GSIS compared to controls in aged BESTO female mice, suggesting that NMN administration restores the activity of overexpressed SIRT1 in aged beta cells and thereby enhances GSIS and improves glucose tolerance in aged BESTO female mice (29). Similar to the case of the NAMPT+/− male mice, the aged BESTO male mice do not respond to NMN administration, and further investigation will be necessary to clarify this sex-dependent difference. Nonetheless, these findings strongly indicate that an age-associated decline in NAMPT-mediated systemic NAD biosynthesis contributes to reduced SIRT1 activity in aged beta cells and thereby the loss of SIRT1-mediated enhancement of GSIS in aged BESTO mice (Figure 4).

Because any failure in NAMPT-mediated systemic NAD biosynthesis presumably causes beta cell dysfunction in response to insulin resistance, the age-associated decline in systemic NAD biosynthesis could be a significant contributing factor to the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes. If this is the case, NMN administration might be able to restore normal beta cell adaptive function in aged individuals. While the underlying molecular mechanism for the age-associated decline in NAMPT-mediated systemic NAD biosynthesis still needs to be elucidated, our studies provide new insights into this interesting connection between SIRT1, NAMPT-mediated systemic NAD biosynthesis, and the age-associated decline in beta cell function. The activation of SIRT1 in aging beta cells by increasing systemic NAD biosynthesis might be a novel therapeutic approach for the treatment and prevention of age-associated metabolic disorders, such as impaired glucose tolerance and type 2 diabetes (29).

5. Conclusions and perspectives

For the past several years, the fields of sirtuin and NAD biology have been rapidly evolving, and it has been demonstrated that SIRT1 and NAMPT-mediated systemic NAD biosynthesis together play a critical role in the regulation of metabolism and possibly aging in mammals. These two critical components comprise a new systemic regulatory network for metabolic regulation in mammals. In this network, NAMPT-mediated systemic NAD biosynthesis functions as a driver that keeps up the pace of metabolism at a systemic level, and the NAD-dependent deacetylase SIRT1 functions as a mediator that executes regulatory effects in various tissues in response to changes in systemic NAD biosynthesis. This new concept provides important insight into a systemic regulatory mechanism that fundamentally connects metabolism and aging in mammals. Particularly, understanding the physiological role of this regulatory network in glucose homeostasis might provide critical clues to elucidate the molecular mechanism of beta cell adaptation in response to increasing insulin resistance and the pathophysiology of beta cell dysfunction in type 2 diabetes. In this regard, SIRT1 and NAMPT-mediated systemic NAD biosynthesis are two promising therapeutic targets in the same regulatory network for the treatment and prevention of type 2 diabetes. In addition to the use of small SIRT1 chemical activators, manipulating NAD intermediate compounds, such as NMN, might also be an effective approach towards the ultimate conquest of this devastating disease. In the next few years, this new NAD-dependent metabolic network will be further explored, and it may not be so long before new therapeutic interventions based on research on SIRT1 and NAMPT-mediated NAD biosynthesis will be on the horizon.
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Figure 1. The role of SIRT1 in the regulation of glucose homeostasis. The tissue-specific metabolic functions of SIRT1 in pancreatic beta cells, liver, skeletal muscle, and white adipose tissue are schematically depicted. In pancreatic beta cells, SIRT1 promotes glucose-stimulated insulin secretion and might contribute to beta cell adaptation in response to insulin resistance. In the liver, SIRT1 regulates glucose production through the activation of PGC-1alpha and appears to regulate insulin sensitivity negatively. SIRT1 also regulates LXRalpha function, but the importance of this interaction for insulin sensitivity is unclear. In skeletal muscle, SIRT1 might play an important role in improving insulin sensitivity by increasing fatty acid oxidation through the activation of PGC-1alpha and repressing the expression of PTB1B. In white adipose tissue, SIRT1 promotes fatty acid mobilization by repressing PPARgamma function. SIRT1 also regulates the production of adipokines, such as adiponectin, and FGF21 through FOXO1 and/or PPARgamma. The total effect of SIRT1 in white adipose tissue on insulin sensitivity is still unclear.
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Figure 2.
The activation of SIRT1 is a potential therapeutic approach for the treatment and prevention of type 2 diabetes. SIRT1 activation by transgenic manipulation or small chemical activators induces the improvement of glucose tolerance and possibly insulin sensitivity, the enhancement of mitochondrial function, and the protection from hepatic steatosis. Details are described in text.
Figure 3.
NAD biosynthetic pathways in yeast, invertebrates, and mammals. (A) The NAD biosynthetic pathways in the budding yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* and invertebrates, such as *C. elegans* and *Drosophila*. PNC1, NPT1, NMA1 and NMA2, QNS1, and QPT1 are nicotinamidase, nicotinic acid phosphoribosyltransferase, nicotinic acid mononucleotide adenyltransferase 1 and 2, NAD synthetase, and quinolinic acid phosphoribosyltransferase, respectively. Only SIR2 is shown as a representative NAD-dependent protein deacetylase. NIC, nicotinamide; NA, nicotinic acid; NaN, nicotinic acid mononucleotide. B) The NAD biosynthetic pathways in mammals. The *de novo* pathway and the NAD biosynthetic pathway from nicotinic acid are evolutionarily conserved, while the NAD biosynthetic pathway from nicotinamide (red arrows) is vertebrate-specific and mediated by nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase (NAMPT). Nicotinamide is the main precursor for NAD biosynthesis in mammals. While multiple enzymes break NAD into nicotinamide and ADP-ribose, only SIRT1 is shown here. NMN, nicotinamide mononucleotide. C) The reaction catalyzed by NAMPT. PPI, inorganic pyrophosphate.
Figure 4.
A model for the regulation of insulin secretion by NAMPT-mediated systemic NAD biosynthesis in pancreatic beta cells. Nicotinamide, a form of vitamin B₃, is absorbed from the diet and distributed to all organs/tissues through blood circulation. Nicotinamide that enters cells by diffusion and/or transport is converted to nicotinamide mononucleotide (NMN) by intracellular NAMPT (iNAMPT) and then to NAD by NMN adenylyltransferase (NMNAT). A significant fraction of nicotinamide might be converted to NMN by extracellular NAMPT (eNAMPT) in blood circulation. NMN is transported to the inside of cells likely through an unidentified transporter and rapidly converted to NAD by NMNAT. In beta cells, NAD biosynthesis stimulates SIRT1 activity, resulting in enhanced insulin secretion through the
repression of UCP2 expression and/or a possible effect on insulin granule exocytosis. NAD biosynthesis might also enhance insulin secretion by increasing other metabolic signals, such as NADPH. Aging affects systemic NAD biosynthesis possibly by affecting the secretion or the activity of eNAMPT, resulting in the reduction in plasma NMN levels and thereby the decrease in SIRT1 activity in pancreatic beta cells with advanced age.